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*Featured Ingredient* 
Gr8nola Black Coco Chia - 
1 1/2 cups for recipe

10 Medium Dates, pitted
and soaked in warm water
for 10 minutes
3 Large Bananas, sliced
and frozen separately
1 tsp Vanilla Extract
4 Small Frozen Organic
Strawberries

What You Will Need

 Customize this:
Add 1 tbsp Peanut Butter for a
PB flavor or 1 tsp Matcha
Powder to make it green.

Watch Kimberle
make this and 

download recipe.
Password: nicecream

Round Cookie
Cutter (included) 

Food processor or
blender

Spoon or Cookie
Scoop

Measuring cup &
spoons

Cutting Board

Unbleached
Parchment Paper

3 Rectangle
Containers ~(4.5"
X 7.5") lined with
parchment paper

Tools Needed:

NEOPOLITAN

Dessert

1 tbsp Organic Cocoa
Powder 

What's Included



1 In a food processor or blender,
process Gr8nola Black Coco
Chia granola for 30 seconds,
until a semi-fine powder. Add in
soaked dates and blend until
you have a thick sticky texture.
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Scoop out 1.5 tbsp of dough
and place on parchment paper
lined plate or cutting board.
Place small square of
parchment paper on top and
flatten with bottom of
measuring cup. Freeze while
making nice cream.

Rinse out food processor and
place one frozen banana that's
been sliced in it. Process until
smooth. 

Add in organic cocoa powder
and blend. Scoop into rectangle
container to freeze for 4 hours
or overnight. Repeat with
second banana, adding vanilla
extract and then third banana,
adding frozen organic
strawberries.

Remove chocolate layer and
place on cutting board. Using
round cookie cutter, cut our 6
discs and place on top of
granola cookie. Repeat with
vanilla and strawberries layers.

Tip: Scrap down
food processor in

between blending to
ensure ingredients
are well blended.

Store in airtight container in freezer for up to 2
weeks. Printed on sustainable paper. 

Please recycle me.

6
Top nice cream sandwich with
another granola cookie.


